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Present: Mr, de Boisanger (France) - Chairman 
Mr. Yalcin (Turkey), 
Mr. Ethridge (U.S.A,) 

Mr. ,Azcarate - Principal Secretary 
: 

The Representative of the 
League of Red Cross 
Societies 

The Representativesof th,e 
Quakers 

The CHAIRMAN summarized the activihies'of the Commission 

with regard to the refugees. Up to the present those activ- 

ities had been largely limited to contacts with the Arab Gov- 

ernments directed toward studying the possibility of applying 

the terms of the General Assembly's resalution, In its con- 

tacts with the Government of Jsrael, the CommissPon had not 

met a favourable attitude on the question of repatriation of 

the refugees; however, the Commission was'proceeding to Tel 

Aviv in the near future to.discuss the question further, AS 

regards the matter of resettlementjo? the Arab. refug'ees, the 

Commission had not yet corisi'do'red 'a pr$cti&i pian for such 

resettlement, in view of 'the positio'n 'tak'8h'by'the varibus 

Arab States, which demanded.:fulL'repatri8tibn'," 'The Gom- 

mission had, however, p ointed+out with some emphasis to the 

/Arab Governments.,, 
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Arab Goveroments.‘.that the funds ,at the dispdsal- of Mr. Griffis’ 

organj.sati,on were limited and that the situation of the re- 

fugees was likely to become extremely serious by the end of the i’ 
year, 

,.. 
Mr, ETHRIDGE stressed the fact that the Commission had 

asked the State3 cohcerned to continue the oonversations, It 

seemed’to him that a territorial ,settlement which would fix 

the boundaries of. Israel, would permit a study of the problem L 

on the basis of new data which might facilitate the finding of 

observed that It was most important .for the organisations at 

present working with the refugees to know whether they would 
. . be expected to continue their work after the month of August, 

If they were to continue caring for the refugees from August 

to December, it would then be necessary to know what would be 

the prospec’ta for the future after the end of that period. 

; The’ CHAIRMAN thought tl?‘glt the new conversations which 

..’ the Commissjon hoped to’havo with the Arab Governments would 

, make it possible to‘ find a solution. He add&J that ‘aithough 

3he’ Commission c’ould exert,’ pressur’e’ upon the Gover&mn$ af 

Israel ,to &h&eve its acceptance of &e Assembly’s resolution, 

j.t could,, hardly ask the .Arab Governments to‘ give up ti-mir in- 

sistence upon’the .appli$ation of that resolution, 
j 

The 

Commission P&S at,‘pr&sent bonsidering the creation of a 

‘lltechnical mission” to study the problem along practical lines. 
I 

Mr, ETHHEDG@‘emphasieed the fact that certain of the 

Arab’ States looked’ upon, the refugee question as a political 

weapon with which to’ fight the admi,ssion”of Israel to member- 

ship in the United Nations; It was probable that the Arabs 

I  1 * /would make use of,. , . , 
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would make use of that weapon again during the .April session 

of the General Assembly. 

The representative of the QUAKERS suggested that the 

return of the refugees to Israel might begin with those whose 

families had remained in Israel; it was necessary, however, . 

that their civil rights should be guaranteed them, "He rei 

ferred to an association in the United States for the preserva- 
: 

tion of civil liberties, which was to a large extent composed 

of Jews and which would ccrtainly'agroe to send a delegation 

to Israel to takeup the mat-?er, 

As regard the cost of resettlement, the representative 

of the Quakers explained that he had consulted the Ministry of 

Agriculture in Tel Aviv concerning its c&culation of the cost 

of establishing Jewish families. According to the informa- 

tion he had obtained, the average cost per family would be 

$10,000. That sum would cover the house, equipment, and 

upkeep until the first harvest; 60 to 80% of the sum was 

considered recoverable. Further, it was thought that villages 

of less than fifty families would not be economical; one hun- 

dred families was considered the most desirable number for a 

village from the economic point of view. He pointed out that 

since the standard of living of the .Arabs was appreciably lower 
: 

than that of the Jews, the figure could probably be reduced, 
'. 

Consideration must also be given to the fact thatthere, existed 

among the Moslems many religious sects who.se relations with 
.; ,, '( .., 

each other were even more delic'ate than those between Moslems 
,. ,. ,' 

and Christians, Most of the r'efugees in the Gaza area belong- 
: ., ,, , , . 

ed to sects similar to those of" Syria and Trans'jordan, and en- 
' ,i ,.. 

tirely different from those predominating, for examtile, in 

Iraq. Theoretically, all the refugees wished to return to : 
their own homes if a minimum of security could be guaranteed 

/them, 
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The CIfAIKMAN made the co&ent that it would bo para- 

doxical to resettle the Arab refugees by the same standard of 

living they had had @~Nib~kdf. The Jews themselves claimed 

:th&t one,result of their’,presonce in the Near East should be 
: 

to”raise the”standard of living for the &uiation as a whole. 
..I, : 

‘. : ‘The ‘rhpresentative kf’ the QUAKERS’ stated that the number 
./ ., 8. ‘( 

of refugees at’ present in the ‘C!aia area was 225,0009 not country , . . : 
ing those who had retiently been ~efus~d’~hmis~ion to Egypt, 

‘. : .‘,I :’ 
Their morale’wns d&riorati& rapidly; the Longer the present 

,, . 
situation was prolonged, Ehe mor‘e difficult moral rehabWi.ta- 

.‘, 
tion would become. Although their first choice’would be to 

5 
.&turn to their homes, they would certainly ‘acce$t resettle- 

., ’ *. 
mont elsewhere if repatriation &%d imposslb&. ,. ; 

A second representative of the ‘QUAKERS drew attention 

to the fact that since the’ signing of the armisticaq the PC+ 
, 

‘fuge,es were pressing closer ‘and closer ‘!qo.;:: the boundaries 

of no man’s land’; Th%s situation gave rise to dangerous 

incidents and‘even to encounters with the Jews, That very 

morning, when they’ had b&r&d the plane at Gaza, the rep- 

.“resentative$ ‘of the Qnakers had noted that during the past 

few days ‘forty or’ fifty Bedouin tents had ‘been pitched ‘on the 
,. ‘, 

airfield itself. Before the’piano could take off, .;t had been 

nec,essary for’united Nations observer’s in “a jeep to’ drive off 
. ,:, 

.the herds of oamels which had stray& onto the runway, 
.’ 

‘The representatibe of the Quakers informed t:.:,a COiW 

. 1 ., ‘, 
mission that his’ agency’ ‘was ‘about! to examine the second ‘census, 

,’ 
.  .’ 

Lnd that in spite of the difficulties enc&ntered they hoped 

that the figure arrived at’would not be more than ten or 

fifteen per cent off’ the’ correct one.’ 
i 

/The’ representative0 e a 
. ,. ‘. . ,. 
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The representative of the LEAGUE of RED CROSS SOCIETIES 

declared that'he did not consider those arriving from the Arab 

countries to be bona fide refugees entitled to assistance. 

He felt that the movement of refugees'among the Arab countries 

should be strictly forbidden,' 

The CHURMAN reque$ted information dbncerning sanitary 

conditions in'the camps, 

The representative of the QUAKERS explained that the 

camp at Gaza'was completely equijjped. Medical assistance 

and hospitalisation were free; zi doctor' and two' nurses visited 

the camp each day. Before ration 'cards were issued, certi- 

ficates of innoculation against smallpox, typhoid and typhus 

wererequired. Medical visits were also made to the refugees 

in their own'encampments, He .himself had returned only that 

morning from visits in the' Hebron area, where several cases of 

typhus had been reported, and had brought back several blood 

specimens. to be analyzed in the Gaza laboratories, 

The representative of the LEAGU-E of RED CROSS SOCIETIES 

inquired whether the Commission had any information concerning 

the intention of Transjordan to 'resettle 400,000 refugees. 

The CHAIRMAN replied that the question was-a difficult 

one; at first Transjordan had given the impression that it was 

willing to grant substantial facilitie's for resettlement, but 

later the representatives of Transjd'rdan had insisted upon 

acceptance of the principle *hatthe 'refugees should be re- 

turned to their homes. 
: 

Mr, YALCIN obser'veo that according to opinions expressed 

by competent persons in Tr&n,sjordan, '.it would be impossible for 

that country to absorb more than lSO,bod' to 200,000 refugees. 

/Replying to...., 
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: 

Replying to an oBservation by the representative of the ,. 
Q.uakers,.who podnted out that the large-scale enterprises 

which could absorb large numbers of the Arab refugees would be ‘I 
a,long-te,rm operation requiring exhaustive preparatory work, 

. 
Mr. ETHRIDGE exp3ained that there must be an intermediate phase, 

,Before.undertaking these large-scale enterprises, the Arab .., 

States might be persuaded to undertake public works of a more 

immedtate nature,, which could absorb a consi.derable number of 

refugees, : As, regard financing, he pointed out that the 
.’ , 

Unj.ted,States would not,be in a position to take steps towards : ., . .., 
extending further credit before February or March of the follow- 

ing year ., 

The 

asked what 

The 

, 

: s ‘. 

representatives of the QUAKERS and ‘of’ the LEAGUE ‘. ‘,I. 
they could do to aid the Commission in its ‘task, 

‘/ 
CHAIR~iAN replied that doubtless the technical 

mission which the Commission intended to create would profit 

greatly from close contact with the agencies responsible for 

caring for the refugees, 

One of the representatives of the QUAKERS stressed the 

non-political character of his organisation, He wondered 
,.’ 

whether the Quakers could not take certain measures to impress 

upon the Arab ,Governmonts the pre-eminently humanitarian 
I 

nature of the rehgee problem, 
.,, ‘: ,;’ : 

, The, CHriIRMAN poJ,nted out that the Arab Governments. did 
,, 

not f.eel they.had any responsibility ‘as regards the refugees, . : ,., . 
In their opinion, the existence of the refugees was the result - 

of ,action taken, by the ,State of Israel, and they did not con- . 

sider themselves any more responsible for finding a solution 
.,’ 

than any other Member of the United Nations, . 

‘/ 
/Mr, YALCIN. . . , 



Mr. Y,E:LCIN believed that the key to a solution of the 

problem was in the hands of the Sews and asked whether the 

relief organisations had any means of forcing the Jews to 

accept and respect the terms of the Assembly’s resolution with 

regard to the refugees, The reply being in the negative, 

Mr, Yalcin declared that in that case there .did not seem to be 

too much hope of arriving at a satisfactory solution of the 

problem. 

The CEKCRMBN pointed out that final determination of 

the Arab-Jewish boundaries would have a considerable influence 

upon the number of the refugees, first because certain lands 

now under the control of the Jewish authorities might become 

once more Arab territory, which would make possible the return 

of the refugees without difficulty, and secondly because the 

fixing of the boundaries would stabilise the situation in the 

border area and many refugees would be willing to return under 

such circumstances. 


